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Book Reviews
FEDERAL INCOmE TAXATION OF PAxRTNERImpsS. By Paul Little. Boston:
Little, Brown and Company. 1952. Pp. xxv. 469, $12.50.
Although volumes have been written on tax problems attending the
corporate form of doing business, this treatise is the first comprehensive
treatment of the difficult and important area of tax law dealing with
income taxation of partners and partnerships. The scope of the work
assumes a valid partnership and not the borderline case of doubt
whether there is in reality a corporation rather than a partnership or
perhaps a sole proprietorship attempted to be dressed as a partner-
ship. The main tax advantage of the partnership as opposed to the
corporation is, of course, supposed to lie in the avoidance of so-called
double taxation by a separate tax on the business unit in addition to
the further tax on profits distributed to the individual owners. The
line between corporation and partnership, when the partnership may
be treated as in reality a corporation for tax purposes, is given short
treatment in the introduction (See. 2.3, pp. 12-14). A problem at the
opposite pole, that of treating a family partnership organized for the
tax purpose of splitting income into the lower brackets as in reality a
sole proprietorship, is likewise presented in the introduction, perhaps
too sketchily in view of the importance and the volume of current
litigation (Sec. 2.6).
Unlike the corporation, viewed by the law as a separate juristic
entity, the partnership is by common law tradition merely an aggrega-
tion of individuals and not a separate organization distinct from the
members composing it. Even under the Uniform Partnership Act the
partnership is basically a mere association of individuals doing business
together; compromising however to some extent -with certain basic
realities and with concepts developed by- the law merchant recognizing
the partnership as a business entity for limited purposes.
This hybrid nature of the modem partnership has been carried
over into the income tax law.- The-.statutort pattem:is very sketchy;-
the court decisions few, but there are a myriad of sometimes con-
flicting Bureau rulings and memoranda. The statute itself provides
for recognition of the partnership as a separate entity in a few situa-
tions and treatment of the partners as an aggregate of individuals in
other situations. Thus, the entity theory is applied for the purpose of
computation of net income of the partnership (I.R.C. Sec. 188) and
the requirement of reporting of income by information return and the
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recognition of accepted and necessary business and accounting prac-
tices (I.R.C. Sec. 187). But the aggregate theory is followed for many
purposes. The individual partners are required to pay the tax (I.R.C.
Sec. 182) and capital gains and losses are required to be kept separate
from ordinary income and loss in order to retain their original char-
acter when included on the returns of the partners (I.R.C. Sec. 183).
But in the vast majority of situations the code is silent as to which
view shall prevail, leaving attempt at solution to conflicting Bureau
rulings and court decisions.
The available decisions on many questions are analyzed by the
author in the light of the conflicting entity and aggregate theories, and
he shows in each instance how the theory has dictated the decision.
The treatment is admirably thorough, even lengthy, like a doctor's
thesis, which indeed the treatise is. The major problems are: (1) ques-
tions arising on organization of the partnership such as the tax con-
sequences of contributions of the partners and the basis of contributed
property to the partnership; (2) the determination of partnership in-
come; (3) the determination of the partners' taxable income from the
partnership; (4) problems incident to the information nature of the
return of income by the partnership and taxation to partners of distri-
butive shares; (5) questions raised on distributions of property in
kind to partners; (6) distribution problems on the death of a partner;
(7) sales or other dispositions of partnership interests; and lastly (8)
reorganization questions.
All of the above-mentioned problems are viewed primarily as aris-
ing out of the impact of the opposing entity and aggregate theories on
tax law. Much confusion comes from the fact that the partnership is
recognized as an entity separate and apart from its partners for some
purposes and not for others. One of the main points brought home is
that there is need for statutory clarification.
For resolution of unsolved problems the author seems to favor ap-
plication of the entity approach in most cases of doubt, subject never-
theless to the application of either theory when required to prevent
tax avoidance. It is interesting to note that the current draft of the
American Law Institute's Federal Income Tax Statute (Tentative Draft
No. 7), which unfortunately was not available to the author at the
time of his work, aims to treat the partnership in the main as an ag-
gregate of the individuals composing it, but deviates from this treat-
ment whenever the nature of normal business activity makes that ap-
proach difficult. For example, the draft contains new provisions per-
mitting election of the other treatment where the aggregate treatment
proves unworkable (Sec. X 752).
The test of a reference work is its use. The author's treatment of
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typical problems arising on the sale by a partner of his interest in the
partnership has been examined. The general rule is first set out to the
effect that a sale by a partner of all or part of his interest in the part-
nership will be treated as a sale of a capital asset, being viewed under
the entity approach as a sale of the equity in the partnership rather
than the underlying assets (Sec. 11.3). The qualifications to this gen-
eral rule are outlined in detail. There are cases of doubt whether
there is really a sale or exchange of the interest, whether a sale is in
reality by the partnership of partnership assets rather than by the
partners of their interest, and whether payments made to a withdraw-
ing partner from profits should be taxed as income. Not neglected
are the possible differences resulting from slight variations in the
facts surrounding the sales.
Treatment of an interest in the partnership as a capital asset has
been recognized even where there is a personal service partnership
and a large part of the assets sold are necessarily earnings from services
(Swiren v. Commissioner, 183 F. 2d 656, C.A. 7, 1950). The Bureau
position has been that a sale of an interest in a partnership shall be
treated as a capital gain or loss, except that if in reality it is a payment
of partnership earnings on account of past services it shall be taxed as
ordinary income (G.C.M. 26,379, 1951-1 Cum. Bull. 58). The new
draft proposed by the American Law Institute changes present law by
providing in this situation that any part of a gain or loss from property
not constituting capital assets shall be treated as ordinary income (al-
locable over a three year period, however, to avoid hardship). The
aim of this proposal is to put the sale of a partnership interest on the
same basis as that of an individual proprietorship, thereby requiring
the proceeds of sale to be allocated among the assets according to
their character as capital assets or earnings and the gain or loss at-
tributable to each separately determined.
Among the more perplexing problems analyzed are those involving
dealings with contributed property. Upon contribution to the partner-
ship enterprize of appreciated property, say worth $1000 at the time
of contribution but having a basis in his hands of $500, it is well set-
tled that there is no tax consequence to partner or partnership. The
complications arise later upon sale of the contributed property by
the partnership when it is necessary to allocate gain or loss among the
partners. Here there is little judicial authority, but the author analyzes
thoroughly the three (pro-rata allocation, partnership accounting, and
the ceiling methods) alternative suggested methods of allocating gain
or loss in such situations. To discuss the merits of the three methods
would overlengthen this review, but those interested may compare the
author's preference for the partnership accounting method (Sec. 6.10),
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with the solution offered in the latest proposed draft of a statute by
the American Law Institute (Sec. X 754).
The text is divided into two parts. Part I, consisting of the first
twelve chapters, analyzes thoroughly the present status of the law;
Part II contains a brief summary and recommendations with respect
to deficiencies in present law. The Appendix contains the following
material of value: (1) practical examples of application of the prin-
ciples discussed in the text; (2) an outline of the American Bar As-
sociation Symposium on Taxation of Partnerships; (3) the proposed
revision of the partnership sections of the Internal Revenue Code by
the Committee on Taxation of Partnerships of the Section of Taxation
of the American Bar Association. The Treatise was written too late
for inclusion of proposed drafts of a Federal Income Tax Statute by
the American Law Institute. The observations of the author on these
would have been helpful. There is a pocket for supplements, and in
the event of a revision of the statute a new edition would be in order.
The author is to be commended for his thoroughness of research
and logical arrangement of materials and for his objective treatment
of and suggested solutions to problems hitherto unprobed.
F. W. WhrEsmE, Jn.
University of Kentucky
College of Law
